many in which he was interested, Professor McMurrich has given us a brief resume of the historical background of Leonardo's time. Leonardo himself was probably not a classical scholar, but through the books of Mondino and Benedetti, he derived much of his basic knowledge of Galen and Avicenna.
The revival of Aristotelian objectivity in the field of art found in Leonardo its expression in the field of science. This was a distinct innovation, for the preceding centuries had seen little but dogmatic presentation of threadbare tradition. Theory had been the master-key, and fact was everywhere distorted to fit the theory. In the scientific field Leonardo was the first great mind to reverse this. His constant search was for the functional activity of the things he saw. His successes and his failures in answering these questions for each of the organ systems of the body, Dr. McMurrich has clearly shown. Considering each system one by one, we are presented with a picture of the status of knowledge at the beginning of Leonardo's life and there follows the evidence of Leonardo's contribution. For example, one needs only to glance at the pictures of the skeleton appearing in manuscripts during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries to recognize the enormous advance Leonardo made when he first began to draw bones. He was not content with the descriptions of his forerunners, but substituted therefor the results of his own direct observations drawn with the hand of a master. It would be possible to list the contributions which Leonardo made to Anatomy, but to do so would be folly, for really to understand, one must read this entire book. It is an inspiration to all students of Anatomy, to all who find science an absorbing matter. Professor McMurrich has made one of the great contributions to the history of science and has given us a stimulating analysis of the flowering of the scientific spirit in a man of genius.
H. S. BURR. The general plan and content of most of the chapters of the present and previous (4th) editions are alike. In a few chapters, including those which deal with carbohydrates, proteins, internal secretions, vitamins and porphyrins, new material has been incorporated. Part III, "Practical Work and Methods", in the words of the author, "has not been changed except for minor Corrections". The metabolism of proteins and carbohydrates is deailt with at length in chapters I9 and 20 respectively, but discussion is omitted of the contributions, either early or recent, which have been made in the field of fat metabolism.
In the preface to the first edition of this book, Mathews wrote, "At the end of each chapter there will be found a short Jist of papers bearing on the subject dealt with in that chapter.. .. Most of these papers are recent." The statement embodied in the last sentence no longer applies to most of the references given in the fifth edition. In the opinion of the reviewer more of the excellent resumes which have apppeared in Physiological Reviews and similar journals could have been referred to advantageously. Furthermore, failure in a number of instances to give reference to the latest edition of a publication is noted. For example, on page 195, reference is made to the first edition of "The Vegetable Proteins" by Osborne (I909). A second edition of this work was issued in I924. Mistakes made in the fourth edition of Mathews' textbook have been repeated in the later edition. For example, reference lists for sections of chapters are not in the same sequence as sections occur in the text. In chapter I6, the part "Sexual Glands" comprises the fifth section in the text, whereas the list of references for "Sexual Organs" is the first to be found at the end of the chapter. Lack of care in the writing of the present edition is further observed in the use of incorrect sentence structure, as is evident, for example, in the sentence: "The spleen atrophies and the thymus", (page 904C, first paragraph); and in the appearance of too many very short paragraphs. The presentation of material interestingly discussed with a novelty of statement, and also the fascinating manner in which the historical discovery of biochemical processes and compounds is treated, are marred by the signs of carelessness referred to. The typography of line spacing is not uniform, and two pages of new material which are inserted just subsequent to page 6o, are unnumbered. It seems unfortunate that evidences of haste in the preparation of this edition should have impaired the success of what was originally a text-book of unusual excellence.
WM. E. ANDERSON. Those who have read Professor Chittenden's two-volume History of the Sheffield Scientific School, published in I928, are familiar with his happy faculty of recording contemporary, and near-contemporary, history. This gift is brought to bear with singular effectiveness in the present volume. Professor Chittenden was the first in this country to devote his entire time to the subject of physiological chemistry, and he became the director of the first laboratory of physiological chemistry on this side of the Atlantic. It is, therefore, singularly fitting that he should write the history of the remarkable development during the last fifty years of the subject with which he himself has
